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Editor’s Thoughts
As in previous years, I’ve just returned from 4
weeks in Denia, on Spain’s Costa Blanca. As I type
this, I am reminded by the strong winds of Storm
Ciara battering my house that Spain also suffered
Storm Gloria for 3 days. It was just too dangerous
to venture out for 2 days, and in fact 20 people were
killed up and down the coast.
But that was exceptional, with the last week seeing
me out in shorts and short sleeves; in January!
I have been busy filling my 2020 diary dates with
CTC Holiday Tours, and look forwards to cycling in
Morocco, Italy, Norway, Georgia and Montenegro.
After all those, perhaps I’ll have a holiday….
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I finish this column with another plea for more
people to send in more items for Cycle Chat. I am
getting embarrassed that so much of this and recent
editions has been stories of my travels. Anything
cycling related is welcomed, be it serious,
lighthearted, technical or non technical, your
favourite or most hated bits of kit, your favourite
ride or one that gave you most grief. All is
welcome, including cycling jokes and even recipes
for reviving tired cyclists! Don’t worry about your
spelling or grammar, both will be corrected before
it’s printed. Your photos are also welcome.

I do still have a few items that space hasn’t
21 permitted me to print, so if you sent me something
and it hasn’t appeared, don’t worry, it is still on file
22
and will be used soon.
Dave Binks
29
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From the
Secretary
Neil Dixon
A wise man once said, “Never
Volunteer!”. Maybe I should have
listened, but instead, here I am freshly
installed as Secretary. The first thing to
do is to work out what that entails.
Fortunately Ray Clay was able to point
out to me the duties that are expected, courtesy of the Cycling UK
web-site. These duties tend to fall into one or two groups.
Organisational, such as arranging committee and AGM meetings,
and Communication. It’s this later group that I would like to put
most of my effort into. It should come as no surprise to anyone, that
the riders who are most involved in any of our activities, from Clubruns, to more organised events, to social events, are mostly of a more
advanced age. For our local organisation to continue into the future,
it needs to be attracting some younger and fresher blood. The
increased popularity of cycling in recent years seems to have passed
us by, although I do feel that there is a large untapped pool of riders,
who, tired of getting a thrashing when out with their fellow riders,
would like to find a more relaxed sociable group to ride with. They
just need to know we exist, and that we are open to welcoming them
into our fold. Additionally, there are undoubtedly casual groups of
riders out there, who would benefit from a relationship with the CTC,
if they were to know about us.
The key to us reaching them is via the Internet, and the various
means of social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc), that are
so much a part of the way of like of most of the population. Its in this
area that I hope to do more in the way of advertising our events, in
the future.
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Thanks
The families of John Allen, Keith Lakin and Howard Naylor would like to
sincerely thank those responsible for arranging the planting of trees in the National
Forest in their memory.
They would also like to convey their appreciation for the wonderful framed
certificates awarded to each family at the Charnwood Section's New Year Dinner
in January.
Special thanks to everyone whose generous donations made this possible.
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Technical Topics
by Peter Witting

Brooks joins throwaway society
The tension bolt on my Brooks B17 titanium
saddle needed replacing in November 2017,
as it had suffered a stress fracture. The
saddle was returned to their Smethwick
factory for repair. At the same time, I had a new leather top fitted, as the
original leather was pulling away at the rivets. So, when in January 2020 I
requested a new leather top to be fitted
to another similar saddle for the same
reason, I was told it was not possible.
I would have to buy a new saddle. The
expensive titanium rails and cantle
plate off the old saddle would become
disposable junk! Remember when you
bought a new element when the kettle
failed, or a new valve for the radio or
TV when the old one didn’t heat up?

Tubeless troubles!
I explained previously that I was reluctantly forced to fit Mavic tyres to
my tubeless rims: That’s because the superior Continental tubeless tyres
seemed incompatible with the Mavic wheels. After less than 4 months of
use I was rewarded with a bulge in the Mavic tyre. An air blister was
trapped under the rubber tread. Luckily it was spotted before I set out! The
Mavic tyres live up to their reputation it
seems. Meanwhile a clubmate, who shall
remain nameless, suffered a flat tubeless
tyre at our coffee stop. Expecting a tedious
repair process, he waved us on our way.
He then discovered the sealant had dried
out, hence the flat tyre! He had failed to
refill the latex sealant at the recommended
intervals – around 4-monthly.
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Rain Legs
I finally bought a pair of “Rainlegs”. 1 hour of heavy rain mid-morning,
not forecast by either the BBC or Met Office, forced the decision. When
heavy rain is forecast, then I pack a full cape. Otherwise a rain jacket,
waterproof hat, gloves and overshoes suffice. That leaves the thighs
exposed to any icy, torrential winter
downpour. Even the café stop didn’t
dry the winter tights! With 5 sizes
and 3 colour options, finding what
you want can be tricky. I had to use
the internet. The waterproof thightops are rolled up and fixed to a belt
with press studs ‘til needed. Then
unroll and secure with Velcro straps
under the thighs and under the
knees.

Rain and Overflowing Reservoirs
In my editorial column of the last (Winter) edition of Cycle chat I
remarked on how much rain and flooding we were having.
Also, on the rear outer cover was a photo taken in the summer, down
Rushey Lane, which leads to Swithland Reservoir. The other large
reservoir in the area is Cropston Reservoir, bordering Bradgate Park.
Whilst it’s not that unusual to see Cropston Reservoir overflowing down
its spillway after a wet spell,
I can’t remember the last
time I saw both reservoirs
overflowing together, surely
a sign of the excessive
rainfall we were
experiencing. The shot shows
the rather rare cascade over
the Cropston outlet.
Dave Binks
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Tubeless Tyres - My Experience.
by Dave Binks
Following Peter Witting’s write up in his “Technical Topics” column in the last
edition of Cycle Chat, I thought readers might be interested in my somewhat limited
experiences.
My old rims had worn to the point were I felt it unsafe/unreliable to keep using them,
so popped into Pedal Power in Loughborough to see about a new pair of rims. Glenn
the owner, who I trust, advised me that it just wasn’t economically sound to pay for
new rims by the time the cost of the spokes and hand building had been costed in. He
offered me a very good deal on a pair of Mavic Aksium (cheaper than the Kysyrium
ones rims Peter “money bags” Witting bought) and Mavic tubeless tyres. I wasn’t
that keen on the tubeless aspect, so he threw into the deal a pair of inner tubes as
well, and said to use the tyres with tubes in, which would be fine. I took the deal.
But having got them home, I thought I may as well try them tubeless anyway, but
with the inner tube as a standby option. I followed the instructions of fitting the
valves into the rim, then fitting the tyres, which slipped on easily. Like Peter, I
removed the valve core, but unlike him, was unable to get enough “whoosh” from
my track pump to get the shoulders of the tyres to pop onto the rim, so used a CO2
cylinder, which did the job in one go, causing a satisfying “pop” as they seated. In
Peter’s article, he said not to use a CO2 cylinder because of fears it could somehow
affect the sealant, but as there was no core in the valve, when I removed the cylinder,
the CO2 all came out again of course. I then poured in the sealant, refitted the core
and used my track pump to re-inflate the tyres which were, of course, still seated on
the rim correctly. Easy peasy.
I rode these for probably about 1,000 miles without any problems other than an
occasional few strokes of a hand pump to maintain pressure as per any tyre. No
punctures, and I was impressed with the way they rode. When I was still racing, I
used tubular tyres, and these reminded me of the way they felt, almost “bouncy”
despite being correctly inflated. But I did find one problem.

Good - thread goes to the
end of the barrel near the
tip. Pump grips it.
Poor - smooth barrel near
the tip. Pump slips off
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The valves supplied by Mavic were slightly unusual in that the final 10mm at the
valve end, had been machined smooth. This meant that the connector on my track
pump often slipped off the valve when I was nearing the final pressure. I found this
annoying, so bought another pair of valves where the threading went right to the end.
The tyres came off fairly easily with a pair of ordinary levers, but it must be
remembered the sidewalls have to be squeezed together to unseat them first. I
suspect this is where those who say tubeless tyres are hard to remove go wrong. I
replaced the valve and then tried to reseat the tyre up onto the rim shoulders. This
was where the fun started.
I used up 4 CO2 cylinders (at £2 each!) Trying to get the tyre to seal, but without
success, so swore a bit, gave up, removed the valve from the rim and fitted a normal
inner tube, which easily pushed the tyre onto its seat on the rim. I repeated this for
the rear wheel. But as I sat down afterwards with a cuppa, bemoaning my fate and
wondering why I didn’t have the problem the first time, the old adage “If all else
fails - Read the Instructions” came to mind. My old internet friend “youtube” gave
some tips, and I realised that I should have removed the valve core before using the
CO2 cylinder, like I had done the first time I had fitted the tyres. The presence of the
core impedes the inrush of gas to such an extent that the gas leaks out between tyre
and rim faster than it can pass through the valve.
So I removed the inner tube, refitted the new valve, removed the core and “whoof”,
up it went using a CO2 cylinder. The core was screwed back and a track pump got
the tyre back to pressure. Job done - lesson learnt! This was repeated on the rear
wheel, with the same result and I’m a happy bunny again. I have since ridden
another 1200 or so miles without problems. Peter said he had heard (and in his latest
article describes his own problem) that Mavic tubeless tyres give problems. So far
that has not been my experience.
So, the moral of the story is to remove the valve core before using the CO2
cylinder when refitting the tyres.
Peter said he managed to get his track pump to work from the off,
but mine wouldn’t do it. He then said a special cylinder (just a
reservoir) is available to buy. This works by using your track pump
to pressurise it before releasing the whole volume in one go, to get
the “oomph” thus saving on CO2 cylinders, but as these reservoirs
cost c£60, they are very much a workshop tool. The need to reseat a
tyre is only when changing tyres (once or twice a year?), so it will
be some time before any savings over CO2 cylinders are achieved.
However, unlike a one shot CO2 cylinder, it can be re-used time
after time.
A typical CO2 cylinder and holder
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President’s Notes
Jim Gerrard writes
Wow, I didn't see that coming!
Being a relative newbie, I had the
unexpected honour of being elected as your
president for the next two years at the last
AGM. I say newbie as all of our previous
presidents have been lifelong cyclists and
done a great deal more than I will ever be
able to carry out.
If it’s any consolation I have always said I
wished I had discovered club life a lot earlier
having only taken up cycling when I could no longer carry on with my previous
sporting interests.
A big vote of thanks most go to Ray Clay for his many years of service and hope
he enjoys what is in effect a second retirement although I understand he has now
accepted Chairmanship of the East Midland Region. Hopefully this will be less
onerous than the previous positions held with distinction.
My very first hostel weekend with the then Loiterers and Photographics was to
Duntisbourne Abbots YHA (now closed). This involved a Friday ride before the
main party arrived. After spending a comfortably hour or two in “The Woolpack”,
Laurie Lee's pub in Slad, we re-emerged into heavy rain, swiftly followed by a
puncture to one of our number’s back wheel and then a short cut taking us through
a stream bed where we went axle deep in mud. I was assured at the time that this
was character building!
The weekend was thoroughly enjoyed however, and I haven't missed one since
and still get away on these now once yearly trips, although numbers are
considerably reduced.
As most of you may know my regular group is the Charnwood section which,
although much reduced from previous years and the recent sad loss of a lot of our
founding members, is active and enjoy socials and an annual week away together.
I also have a pedal over the border in North Warwickshire with the Nuneaton
group.
Reading a recent local paper, I was drawn to a report of the Magistrates cases of
100 years ago. It would appear that local colliery workers were fair game for the
constabulary in respect of riding without lights. One miscreant mentioned that the

Continued on p 17
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Reader’s Letter
Dear Dave Binks
I must correct you with respect to your article on your 2017
trip to France. The Col de La Bonnette at 2715m is the
fourth highest road Col in Europe and as you say is a “Saddle” which describes nicely the geographic shape of a Col.
Your photo captioned although does not mention being the Col,
implies it is at the Col de la Bonnette. The location is actually at the Cime de la Bonnette, which is neither a summit or a Col. It is just a high point on an artificially created road to nowhere, so they could claim it as the highest through road in Europe. To be
a summit the point must have land descending on all sides. Hence the photo of you at
the Cime de la Bonnette is strictly speaking wrongly captioned as being at the summit.
When I cycled up to Col de La Bonnette in June 2011, the road to Cime de la Bonnette
was still being cleared of snow. I went back nearly a week later, 20 June, the road had
been cleared, but it was closed off by massive piles of snow either side of the Col de La
Bonnette. So I clambered over the snow and rode around the loop. The nice bit was
the rough stuff descent via Col de la Moutière.
Whilst on the subject, are you going for OCD?* OCD is Ordre des Cols Durs, and it
can be very much “OCD” (Obsessive Compulsive Order). On mainland any Col or
summit above 300m, 200m on an island, with at least 100m of climbing will qualify.
No ,matter where you start on the climb, so long as you have climbed at least 100m,
you get a point per m of the Col or summit height. So for a climb up Cime de la Bonnette, from Jausiers you get 2715 points, and Col de la Bonnette (2715), but nothing
for Cime de la Bonnette. However if you climb from the south side you get an extra
2513m for Col de Respaillon (2513m), even though you have not climbed any extra!
You get OCD awards for Officer with 100,000m, Commander with 200,000m, Honourable with 500,000m and Venerable with 1,000,000 metres. In the UK OCD is administered by Audax
UK, https://www.audax.uk/awards-pages/audax-altitude-award-aaa/ocd/
OCD points can be collected anywhere for qualifying cols and summits, but you can’t
keep riding the same hill. A col/summit can only be claimed once in a day and no
more than 5 times a year. In the UK there are lots, although smaller than on the continent. Some of the ones I have gathered include: Kirkstone Pass 455m, Bungalow
(IOM) 410m, Nick of Pendle 305m. Unfortunately the first Col I rode in France, Col
de la Machine 1025m, does not qualify, because on the route I took from Ste-Eulalieen-Royans, you ride up to above the Col and then descend to it. I have collected about
62000 points for French cols and summits, and another 3000 in UK. So I still have a
long way to go.
Stephen Dee

* Dave Binks replies “No, despite having climbed many, many Cols over my
50yrs of cycling. I just ride them for pleasure.”
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Charnwood Chatter
by Lyn Gale
The entertaining game of this last quarter has been “Guess how much the Trent
will be flooded”. We have had so much rain that at times it has affected how
many riders were hardy enough to flout the weather forecast, or whether the
intended destination was achieved, but each Sunday one or more riders have
undertaken a ride.
It was nice to be joined by Stuart and Theresa on the last Sunday in October for
our ride to Willington and Melbourne. The Trent was very flooded, with the road
between Repton and Willington only
just being above the water level. The
old railway cycle route crossing of the
Trent between the road to Aston on
Trent and Melbourne really showed
the extent of the water. At breakfast
a remark from myself to Martin purely relating to the colour of his top and
it being like a Halloween pumpkin,
resulted in him later doctoring a photo
of us all standing on the same viaduct,
he being ballooned up (like a pumpkin) and me being made to be miniscule – I
know not why!!
At the AGM of Leicestershire and Rutland CTC our very own Jim Gerrard was
made President, assuring Charnwood’s attendance on the President’s Ride in 2020!
The ride led by Stephen to Stenson Locks and Hartshorne saw the fields awash in
the Trent valley, though the roads themselves were relatively clear. It was a shock
to arrive at the Admiral Rodney in Hartshorne only to find that it is no longer open
on a Sunday (hopefully this is just for the winter), but a welcome was received at
the Bulls Head. This is however a definite eating pub, and it was fortunate we
were only a party of 4 as there was certainly no room for more of us.
The following week saw us attending the Carol Service at Stanton Under Bardon.
Jim led the ride from Bagworth with Paul joining him from the start to 11’s then
going home, Martin joining from 11’s to Stanton then going home, and Pete,
myself and mum attending the service with him (though we were car assisted). It
was a lovely service with the church being just the right size for the number there
and the tea and cake was a lovely treat.
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The 22nd December was a windy day and saw Jim,
Dave and I riding to the Mince Pie celebrations at
Belton. We went via Farm Town, Church Town,
and Limby Hall, before joining tracks near
Stephensons College to Whitwick and on past
Grace Dieu Priory. Very mucky, but different!
Arriving at Belton Village Hall it was great to meet
up with those we often only see at this occasion,
along with being joined by Stephen and Ceri, before leaving to visit the New Inn at Peggs Green.
We are always made to feel welcome, and it was
great to be joined by Richard for our pre-Christmas
drink.
The last Sunday of the decade saw Jim, Nick, Dave, Pete and I having a change
of breakfast destination. As it was forecasted to be a nice day (it was actually far
colder than forecasted) we decided that Sutton Wharf was likely to be busy, so
went to the Visitors Centre at Bosworth Battlefield instead. After climbing that
steep little hill to the Centre it was good to be rewarded by a very nice breakfast.
Afterwards we used the gated road to Market Bosworth and then dropped down
the hill to Carlton for lunch, where once again we were joined by Richard. The
Gate Hangs Well has recently been refurbished, with the addition of a larger
dining area which doubles as a café during the week. It still has a warm welcome
for cyclists though. As we were leaving we had to wait for the passing of a
hooting, tooting, steam roller, towing a trailer filled with people enjoying a
circular ride from Shackerstone railway station.
On the 9th January we had our New Year’s Dinner at the Birch Tree, Coalville.
28 of us went along and had a very good meal in a separate room to the main bar.
We used this occasion to present National Forest certificates to Ivy Allen, Jean
Lakin and Anne Hartshorne as a lasting memory of the contribution their husbands, and father, had made to Charnwood CTC and the cycling population at
large. The certificates confirm that an oak, cherry and lime tree have been planted
within the National Forest in memory of John, Keith and Howard. It was a lovely,
if somewhat poignant, evening.
The next quarter welcomes the change in the clocks, includes hope that the sun
will show itself for more than the odd day, brings back the car assisted rides to
explore the less familiar areas, and our May holiday in the Lincolnshire Wolds …
bring it on.
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The Maharaja’s Well
A technical glitch in the last edition
led to only half the photo of the
Maharajah’s Well appearing. Here is
the full picture of the well, which as
you can see is quite something.
Just to remind you, this magnificent
structure can be seen in the South
Oxfordshire village of Stoke Row
(OS ref E 467964, N184057).
Do go and have a look if you are
nearby (its free).
Dave Binks
This year’s Theme for the Annual Photographic
Competition is

Pub and Village Signs
Judging will take place at the Annual Photo Competition
being held in conjunction with the AGM later in the year on November
7, 2020. More details of how to enter will follow later, but in the
meantime, get snapping.

NEW MEMBERS
Peter Witting reports:Regular readers will know that we welcome new
members and list them by their location. However, due
to “Data Protection Issues”(!) National Office are unable
to supply any info. for this edition. However we still
welcome them to the Group and hope they will join in
our local activities.
By virtue of your CTC/Cycling UK Club Membership, there are no additional
fees or subscriptions to pay for riding with your local group, so why not go
along and try one of our group rides? Contact the ride organiser first so that he/she
can welcome you on the day. You won’t regret it.
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A “Shorts” Story
Jeff Eaves
Simon had visited me with a problem about spoke breakages, and as we
wheeled our cycles out, on his way home, he commented on my Brooks Swift
saddle, along the lines of ‘that looks uncomfortable.’ I showed him my other
bikes, one with a Brooks Professional and the other with a Selle Royal
Vacuum Light, and though interested, he hinted this was a painful subject to
him. A little later I wondered whether it was not really the saddles fault but
rather that which came between him and the saddle, after all, this had been
my big problem for many years! So these few words are penned for not only
your amusement, but perhaps instruction?
As a lad I had been given my first serious bicycle for passing the 11+
examination, and winning a scholarship to a private school. Money was tight,
(even my mother had to take up part time home work making leather footballs
to pay our way), so often I had to make do with what
was available, and cycling was confined to local rides
around Staffordshire. No proper shorts, just old boys
gabardine knickers in those days we wore shorts ‘til
aged about 12 years), which were comfortable enough
for 80 or so miles. On school sports days I would cycle
home, change into rugby kit, then cycle back, and my,
those paper thin things were really raw for a pubescent
cycling me! I suppose I was about sixteen or so before
I had enough pocket money to do anything about it, and
even now I can remember how I resolved it – a pair of corduroy double seated
grass green brief shorts, to which I sewed YHA embroidered badges to signify
serious intent. The double seat was advertised for “comfort and longevity”.
I was so proud and wore them cycling at home and on the continent, where
I was stationed with the RAF, and as I grew, they became tighter and briefer
and more like wearing a second skin.
By now of course I was working and had my own income, and still wore
those green shorts in summer, supplemented with double seated moleskin
plus-twos, or Cumberland tweed plusses when very cold. All I seem to
remember is that they facilitated reasonably comfortable proper cycle touring,
but with my legs being pushed apart in the groin region! I even bought a pair
of tailored double seated terrylene cycling shorts for the summer, because by
now all my treasured green shorts were now a sort of faded blotchy yellow,
starting to split at the seams, and embarrassingly tight! I even had some
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so-called tailored cycle tourist synthetic shorts with towelling inserts in a
similar style!
Disaster was on the horizon; within the space of a few weeks two of my bikes
were stolen, one with a saddle I swear was made out of cast iron, and my
seating arrangements were now not so good on my remaining hand-built bike
either. I had lost my most comfortable saddle ever, in those thefts. A new
Brooks B17 saddle was better, but for a couple of years it became ‘grin and
bear it’ (Simon, I can sympathise with you), and shorter rides. Eventually
whatever was wrong sorted itself out and I was cycling comfortably again –
that is until ‘pride came before a fall.’ I was to ride my first ever CTC
Triennial Veterans 100 miler, and purchased a full change of club themed
cycle wear, (after all, those I met at Easter Sunday church service in the
Cotswolds looked just fine in their tight fitting kit)! Now, don’t take this the
wrong way, but acrylic knitted jerseys and shorts with chamois seat pads are
seasonable; year 1989 was COLD,
and the wind passed straight through
the fabric! It was akin to nude cycling,
and I was also so cold all day when I
cycled that year.
Notwithstanding this inconvenience,
I tried lycra type shorts with a fleece
lining. In one pair the fabric lay in one
direction and I was continually
slipping off my saddle, the other with
the fabric pile the opposite way, which felt like sitting on a brush! I changed
to a man-made insert and was happier until the next problem arose. I was on
a long weekend tour and arriving at the former Inglesham Youth Hostel, only
to find that YHA had sold it a month before the advertised date, meaning I
had a late evening dash into Oxford for my night’s bed. That cost me my
comfort for I blistered my bottom on that ****** pad and had to limp
painfully back home. Never again, so I persevered and tried various different
style cycle shorts; 6 and 8 cut panels, economy, cotton/elastathane mix, proper
lycra and various internal seat panel constructions, but all had comfort
problems in one way or another.
I was now in my mid seventies and still on the road, and had also tried baggy
cycle shorts. These were fine when riding shorter rides with my dog(s) in
their box on the rear carrier, and lots of walkies, but the fabric was too
unyielding for much else. I even tried padded undies and things called ‘short
Continued p 17
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liners.’ However, I am pleased to report that eventually I found the perfect
shorts for me! They are made of synthetic stretch material, with flat seams
in bib-shape style and have moulded seat pads, thicker at the sit-bones. I have
improved them by fitting short zips above the pad front, enabling day long
use and more convenience. The only let-down was that they cost almost the
same as some of my tailored suits’ trousers, (don’t tell the wife). I am
comfortable all day, blisters and sores or wrinkles that rub are a memory, and
I no longer have that wasp like feeling due to over tight waistbands, especially
when adding a pound or two’s weight over winter. This all leaves me with
two questions,
1. Does everyone need to ride 104,000 or more miles to find the perfect
shorts, and,
2. What do I do with a drawer full of various style used cycle shorts? (At one
time I had more pairs of cycle shorts than proper trousers).
Jeffrey Eaves was mentioned in an earlier “Cycle Chat” for being heavily
involved with the British Cycle Quest Competition that Stephen Dee has now
taken over.) Jeff cycled with a Worcestershire CTC riding group before
moving to Rutland on retirement.
President’s Report (cont’d from p9)
water in his acetylene lamp had frozen. It didn't hold any sway though and they
were all fined 21 shillings or 7days.
I suspect the criminal classes were impressed if any of them opted for the 7 days.
“Wot yer infer? Answer “riding wi’out lites.” Response “Oh dear!” (or words
to that effect).
Hopefully by the time of reading this, longer days will be with us but I'm sure
riding without lights is a lot more dangerous nowadays with both the volume and
speed of traffic.
The winter months are always a good time to think of possible holidays and trips
for the year ahead. I know quite a few of you go further afield than me but I'm
looking forward to a week away with the group in Lincolnshire, a short weekend
with friends for a couple of BCQ's (see previous issue) and hopefully the Birthday
Rides in August which I understand are at Morton on the Marsh again this year. I
did attend these at this base in 2017 and seem to have only just recovered from the
Cotswold hills. Plus, there are also the normal holidays when I take a bike if at all
possible.
Lets all hope for a good, safe cycling year. May the rain be light, the winds slight,
and the sun be bright!
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ANNUAL MINCE PIE EVENT
By Derek Willans
The 22nd of December 2019 marked the return
of this annual event, usually taking place on the
last Sunday before Christmas
This year marked the 41st anniversary of the
event and again it was held at Belton Village
Hall, Leicestershire.
The event, which started off in someone’s front
room has gone from strength to strength with
more and more cyclists attending every year,
weather permitting!
The forecast for the day was a good one, but as Ann and I left Nottingham
at 7.45am on that morning, it was raining! We thought the worst, that
attendance would be down and the catering group would have food etc
wasted. However, en route, the rain stopped and the skies cleared!
Last year’s event had torrential rain for most of the day, but it didn't deter
those hardy cyclists!
We estimate that around 400 cyclists attended this year which was 100 up
on last year. This caused a busier time for the catering team who had to
boost their supplies from the local village store.
Ann and I ran the Tombola again using win/loose tickets. This format
seemed popular last year, so we stayed with a winning theme. Once again,
it was a record success, raising a total of £862.00 on the day with ticket
sales plus an individual’s £50 cash donation and another £50 bank transfer
directly to our chosen charity Rainbows.
Our grand total was £962 for Rainbows. This is a hospice in Loughborough
for sick and dying children and young people, who do not have the chance
to do what we all take for
granted.
I would like to thank
everyone, past and present, for
making this event so
successful. This includes the
event organisers, people who
bought tickets, and the people
and businesses who provided
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prizes, which amounted to 90 plus this
year.
A way to boost the number of prizes in
2020 is for people who have unwanted
gifts and/or cycling gear, to write the
details of the item on an envelope with
their contact number and have it listed as a
prize. It will then be up to the winner to get
in touch directly to arrange collection.
Special thanks go to Glen at Pedal Power,
in Loughborough, for his generous
donations to the event.
Thanks go to the following:
Pedal Power, Loughborough (Glen) Tel: 01509269663
Mercian Cycles Ltd.**, Derby (Grant) Tel: 01332 752468
Cyclo Monster, Derby (Phil) Tel: 01332 902701
CBT Carbon Bike Repairs , Moira, Derbys. (Neil) Tel: 01283 229327
City Cycles Ltd. Humberstone Lane, Leicester (Karl) Tel: 0116 2640654
City Cycles, Narborough Road, Leicester 0116 2894499
Mobile Bike Repairs. C&L (Clive) Tel: 07831 509629
Cycle Inn, Nottingham Tel: 0115 9256647
Cycle Trax, Loughborough (Wayne) Tel: 01509 233532
Evans Cycles, Leicester (Manager) Tel: 0116 3230120
Just Bikes Ashby, Ashby De La Zouch (Peter) Tel: 01530 415021
Rocky Riders, Nottingham (Simon) Tel: 0115 8229651
Long Eaton Cycles, Nottingham. Tel: 01159726335
Future Cycles, Leicester (Ltd) (Tim) 0116 2425959
Cotic Ltd. Nottingham (Direct Cash Donation) Tel: 07970853531
Donation of Prizes: Nick Potter (Derby CTC)
Cash Donation: Dr D Bousfield
**IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Mercian Cycles voucher labelled as £25. Is actually for £50. So if
anyone knows who won the Mercian £25 ticket in the tombola could they
tell the winner that the value is actually £50. Derek Willans can confirm
this (tel 07905 734087).
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Why not try an Informal Group in your area?
Over the last decade of more we have seen a steady decline in what were the old
sections, nearly all of which have now become Informal Member Groups.
Informal Member Groups consist of members who ride together regularly but
have little need for money, do not organise events and do not need the formal
organisational structure of a formal Member Group. However they must be
overseen by a formally recognised Member Group to be covered by Cycling UK
insurance and their volunteers must be registered with a Formal Group, in our
case Leicestershire and Rutland Cyclist’s Touring Club.
Informal Member Groups may be formed by any three Cycling UK members, who
need to submit a written request to the Secretary (see below for contact details) of
the Formal Member Group for approval by its Committee. This is normally just a
formality although its activities should be monitored by the Formal Member
Group.
Some informal groups have been thriving, one being the Loughborough
Wednesday Cyclists.
You can see below how this particular Group organises itself.
The Loughborough Wednesday Cyclists Group, founded by Ray Clay, offers
Wednesday morning rides. Over the years it has grown and it is now getting
regular turnouts with attendances in the twenties and splits into short,
intermediate and longer rides. Ride leaders are organised during the preceding
week via email or instagram. A decision as to whether or not the ride is on is
announced via the website the evening before the ride and the destinations are
finalised at the meeting place. Destinations and mileage are sometimes
changed to suit those who have turned out.
As people have got to know each other they have informally organised longer
rides on other days and some quite challenging tours.
The target market has been retired people and those with flexible working
who find it more convenient to join mid week rides. The majority of riders
have discovered the group via its posts on the web. It maintains :>

a Google Website https://sites.google.com/site/wcyclists/ and photo albums

>

a Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/events/1008878552796754/

>

and a presence on the Cycling UK website http://tiny.cc/qky7iz .

All of these resources are available at no cost.
Photos and ride reports are posted every week (nearly all riders are carrying
quite good cameras in the form of their smart phones) so that prospective
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riders can get a good idea of what is involved and the type of people they will
be riding with. The short ride (10 to 20 miles) is the basis of the group. Many
have come along with feelings of trepidation as to the mileage involved. After
a few weeks most find that the short rides are easy and some move onto the
more ambitious longer rides. The initial impression and whether or not the
first ride is found to be enjoyable is vital in retaining new riders.
New riders are encouraged to join Cycling UK and all registered ride leaders have
to be members. How other Informal Group choose to organise themselves is, of
course, entirely up to them.
If you are interested in setting up an Informal Group in your area please get in
touch with Neil Dixon secretary@ctclr.org.uk and we can arrange for an email to
be sent to local Cycling UK members asking anyone interested to get in touch.

A Poem by Jo Clarke
Jo Clarke delighted us all with the following poem at a New Year’s Eve get
together at the home of Jan Preston,
Once again we gather here, at the home of Jan
To celebrate the coming year, the best way that we can
We used to climb the Beacon and drink champagne up there
But midnight in December is very hard to bear
With average age of eighty plus, we’re not too lively now
But we are happy catching up and remembering how..
Good we were in days gone by, and all the fun we had
A chance to gather once again does surely make us glad
We’re playing games with little bags and guessing what’s within
A button, clip or cotton reel, perhaps a safety pin
There’s food prepared to nibble on, soft drinks and much good cheer
We catch up on what’s happened since we all met last year
And now we raise a glass to those, who can no longer share
This special time together, ‘cos they’re no longer there
Although they’re down as “DNF” somehow I have a hunch
They may have gone ‘off-course’ but they’ll be riding in a bunch!
Happy New Year
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Picos de Europa and French Alps 2017
Dave Binks tells of his early summer holiday
All photos by Dave Binks
Dave continues with his story of his car borne trip with tent and bike in the back.
He has finished riding with a group who have cycled the”Route des Grandes
Alpes”down the length of the French Alps. This went over nearly all the major
climbs between Geneva and Nice. He has now started heading for home, but in a
leisurely manner, and has reached the northern edge of the Alps, near Annecy. The
day before,he had driven over the Col du Galibier and through the huge crowds
awaiting the arrival of the Tour de France.
Wednesday 19 July
It was many years since I was last in Annecy, which was “just over the hill”
according to my map, so that would be my destination for today. It wasn't as hot
as yesterday and a thin layer of cloud kept it that way all day, thankfully.
My route took me north, nominally alongside a river, not that I saw it, then east to
climb through a reasonably spectacular gorge, but one whose beauty was spoilt by
a quarry halfway up it, and the buildings associated with a small hydro electric
generation works. A few more minor ups and downs and I was in the busy
outskirts of the large town that is Annecy. I had intended to find a small restaurant
or cafe to eat but saw a bakery selling sandwiches, French style in a crusty
baguette, so bought that instead and made my way to the lakeside where I could
watch the world go by, see the lake and feed the sparrows. The old town in
Annecy is very touristy, deservedly so, and I enjoyed a short wander through and
took the same photos the
rest of the visitors take;
hackneyed, but deservedly
so. Whilst doing so, a
family wheeling what
looked like brand new, or
very well kept, Hewitt
brand touring bikes came
past, so I spoke to them for
a few minutes. They had
panniers on, so I asked if
they were “B&Bing”, but
they laughed and said, no
this was just to hold their
lunch! They were in a
camper van somewhere
Annecy
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along the side of the enormous lake that is Lake Annecy and had only arrived the
day before, so this was their first day out.
The lure of watching the end of the Tour de France stage going over the Col du
Galibier, whilst sitting in the campsite bar, got the better of me and I returned via
a route that started out on busy main roads, but I managed to pick up my outwards
one and got back in time to see the last hour of the stage, with Chris Froome
retaining yellow.
Later, laziness overtook me, and I jumped in the car and went in search of a meal.
The first restaurant needed 30 mins to deal with a large group, the next, a pizza
place, was shut but I struck lucky at the third try. This was an out of the way
Auberge, a name usually reserved for small hotels serving food, but I don't know
if this one had rooms, but the food was good, although like so many French
restaurants boasting about their food, a little short on quantity for a man who has
been out on his bike all day! The starter and desert, melon with bacon(!) and
creme brulee were fine. But the main dish was just a (fair sized) slab of salmon,
with just one desert spoonful of mashed potato and three thin carrots, still with
their stalks on. It looked pretty on the plate, but I go to a restaurant to eat, not look
at pretty presentations. I ate outside, on the terrace, like everyone else and whilst it
wasn't cold, it did get a bit breezy at times, but not enough to spoil things. After I
had eaten I went for a wander around the village, enjoying the very old buildings
and rural atmosphere that is so typical of French country villages.
58 mls, 1058m climbed, max ht 613m from base of 245m
Thursday 20 July
It rained in the night but had stopped by morning and the sun was out again. I
thought I would have an easy day by just riding around Lake Bourget, which is
the lake on the eastern shores of which Aix les Bains sits, and is south of my
campsite, but it didn't turn out
like that.
I had a lazy, late start thinking
it would be fairly easy, with
just a short climb on the
western shore before going
under the southern end of the
lake, kissing the edge of
Chambers, then up the dead
flat western shore past Aix les
Bains. I had driven up the
western shore and knew it to
be busy, twisty and narrow in
places so was hopeful there

Lake Bourget
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would be good cycle track I could use, but would worry about that later.
The first few miles were on the main road south until I could turn off it to go
anticlockwise round the lake. Very soon a sign warned the Col du Chat was closed
to cyclists until November, but that was OK, I didn't want to go up that, but I
would join it part way up and then go down the bottom part into Chambery, so on
I went. Very soon the road, which was very quiet, started climbing and hairpins
made the road interesting. I had seen these on the map so expected them. After
some time a great viewpoint opened up and a small cafe serving snacks was too
tempting to pass. Suitably refreshed, up I carried on, but was beginning to wonder
why I had seen no cyclists on this road. A bit further on another sign proclaimed
not only was the Col closed, but also the D941, which I needed to use to descend
to Chambery, but it didn't say which bit was closed, so I carried on, thinking if the
worst came to the worst, I would simply turn round and go back and thus avoid
the busy eastern road. When I got to the T junction, the Col to the right was closed
for long time works, but the road to the left, taking me down into Chambery was
simply banned to cycles all the time! With no other alternative, I turned round and
retraced. After a short time I saw a couple on bikes coming the other way and told
them the bad news. They were German and needed to get to Chambery, so said
they would walk down the banned section, but having looked at the map myself, I
warned them it could be a long walk!
A quick shower when I returned to the campsite and then into the bar to watch the
Tour de France on its big mountain stage.
31 mls, 818 m climbed on a day that was going to be “flat”, max height 630m
from a base of 250m
Friday 21 July
Having booked my return ferry crossing for the next Monday, which was now
only 3 nights away, I realised I would have to pull my finger out and get on with
my return to the coast. Calais to Dover is cheap and quick, but takes longer to get
to from much of France and it's a real pain going up to Leicestershire from Dover,
because of having to get round London and the Dartford crossing and M25 “car
park”. So I opted for the less popular but still adequate Dieppe to Newhaven. This
is quieter and easier to get to and from, but the crossing takes longer and costs
more. “You pays your money and you makes your choice.”
Not wishing to have more than one campsite on my 357 mls drive, I thought if I
can get to within a 2 hour drive of Dieppe before having to stop for the night, I
can have a couple of days in that area before finishing the trip in the time before
the ferry gates shut at 11.00am. So I set the alarm for 6am and was on the road by
7.45, a record by my standards. My car satnav gives the option of using or
avoiding toll roads. I normally choose avoid because I'm “tight” and not usually in
a hurry, plus you get to see more of France. One stretch of motorway is just the
same as any other. However, the satnav gave up on the toll free route, and I find
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driving long distances on ordinary roads very tiring, so bit the bullet and accepted
the fees incurred on the toll roads route. Having repeated the mistake I made last
year in France, in trying to use my bank card in an unmanned petrol station only
for the bank to refuse it, I had to convince the bank's security guy who rang me
that all was well with the card. It seems that unmanned stations deduct hundreds
of Euros from your account before you fill, then refund what you haven't spent
afterwards. A similar thing happens in the UK, but the prepayment is just a small
sum to prove the validity of the card. Not surprisingly the bank, and I, don't like
this huge prepayment so they refuse it. Tip - always use a manned station.
Anyway, the tank was filled by a human being (me), and the card accepted by
another human being, so I was now away. Suffice to say that motorway driving is
boring, but at least in France it's relatively free running, so I actually got all the
way to Dieppe for about 4 pm. A suitable campsite was found that was only about
20 minutes drive from the ferry, so I could relax and enjoy another two full days’
cycling and a few hours on the Monday.
Before I cooked my tea I went down to the sea to have a look. I was actually just
west of Dieppe at a place called Pourville, famous for being one of the beaches
used in the infamous Dieppe raid of 1942 where many, mostly Canadian, troops
were killed or captured. It was a lovely warm evening and people were out
strolling or eating outside the restaurants.
Saturday 22 July
Despite the lovely warm evening yesterday, it rained in the night and was chilly
and overcast next morning. The forecast was dry with some sunshine, but a bit
windy in the morning, leading to a showery afternoon. I decided to go out cycling
anyway, the alternatives of either sitting in the tent or car all day were not
appealing, so put the mudguards on and took a waterproof jacket with me.
I think I have been west along the coast before, but never east, so set off along the
cycle route to Treport, some 25 mls away, and large enough to be of interest. But
because my campsite was west
of Dieppe, it meant having to go
through the town. Whilst the
cycle route planners had
probably done their best, often
the roads were busy and narrow,
so it was not pleasant. However,
seeing the still active fishing
harbour and boats inside did add
interest. Dieppe is not very
large, so before long I was
through and climbing up onto
Stange translation ! the top of the 100m white chalk
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cliffs that run along the coast for
miles. The main road was inland
and I was alone with a few
tractors and local residents of the
small hamlets and villages
scattered along the clifftops. Like
some parts of Norfolk, the sea is
continually eating away at the
cliff base, so periodically, and
without warning, large chunks of
cliff fall into the sea, taking
anything on top with it. There are
warning signs on top and below
Twin tunnel funicular
warning you to stay clear, and in
fact the local authorities have declared it a crime to ignore the signs! However, the
English translation, thoughtfully provided for English speakers, reads “Speechless
access collapse of cliff”. I still can't work out how they came to that interpretation
of the French warning “Access interdit, effondrement de falaise" which means
“Access forbidden, collapse of cliff”. Anyway, I kept away. There is a group of
houses, all laid out in a grid system, probably dating from the 1930s that sits right
up to the cliff, although when built they probably weren't close, and one section of
the road is closed to motor traffic, although cyclists and walkers can still use it, at
least for now! I risked it, but did keep to the side of the road furthest from the cliff
edge. There are a few minor bays where the cliffs stop and allow access to the
beach and these have a few holiday type commercial outlets to satisfy the beach
goers, but are very small and quiet. My approach to Treport was along the top and
this provides a fine view down over the little town and its still active commercial
harbour. Signs tell that a very grand hotel was built on the cliff top but it was
never very profitable until WW1 when the British army used it as a hospital for
injured soldiers. The signs show photos of the hotel, which really was a big
building, surrounded by tents handling the overflow of the less badly wounded
troops. The hotel tottered on until WWII when Nazi forces blew it up, claiming it
to be a landmark used by Allied planes. All that remains now is part of the
terraced garden.
Next to this is a very modern visitor centre and the top of the free funicular that
brings people up from the lower part of the town 100m below. It wasn't until I was
wandering around in the town that I realised the funicular actually disappeared
into the cliff in two tunnels!
By now it was quite warm and sunny and my picnic lunch was eaten sitting on a
bench beside the harbour. I can't say it's a very attractive place, but there were lots
of families strolling around and in the numerous restaurants to prove we all have
different opinions.
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Street Band

My return route was basically the
same as my outwards one except
that when I got back to Dieppe I
went to see the “Special Events”
being held along one of the
harbour quais. Other than the fact
the road was closed to traffic, the
only thing I could see that was
special was a costumed street band
playing in that inimitable style of
all French street bands - a mixture
of jazzed up pop and old
favourites and some bashing and

crashing just to add excitement.
By now the promised showers had arrived and I put my waterproof jacket on for a
while, but it never really came to anything until much later when I was back at the
tent.
At the foot of the old Chateau that dominates the beach is a simply laid out
memorial garden remembering the (mainly) Canadian troops who raided the town,
with tragic results, in 1942. This remains well tended and looked after by the
inhabitants of Dieppe.
Whilst it's generally accepted that the raid was a disaster, there were a few good
things to come out of it. The need to ascertain if tanks and vehicles can get across
the various surfaces found on different sorts of beaches was the most obvious. The
need for strong air cover was another, but there was also a rather obscure one. The
British needed to know about a new type of radar the Germans were using, and an
example of this was thought to be at Dieppe. The only way they could find out
was to send an expert, RAF Flight Sergeant Jack Nissenthall, to find and
hopefully steal it. He didn't manage to get in to actually see or steal it, but the
raiding party’s efforts caused enough of an interruption to its activities that his
colleagues back home deduced its workings from a different angle. This
individual was so well versed in the secrets of British radar systems that his
bodyguards had orders to shoot him dead if he were to be captured. And he knew
that! Fortunately he wasn't captured and managed to get back safely, and many
years later, James Leasor wrote a book about it called “Green Beach”, the code
name for the beach on which he landed. Read it if you can find a copy.
52 mls, 904m climbed, max height 122 m from a base of 8m
Sunday 23 July
My last full day in France started to the sound of heavy rain on the tent. I just
turned over and carried on snoozing until I felt I couldn't lie there any more, but
by then the rain had become intermittent, although still heavy when it did fall. It
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was also cold, so no shorts and short sleeves from the word “Go” for me today. As
I took a leisurely breakfast the rain became showers with some sun inbetween.
From then on it slowly improved all morning, with the sunny spells becoming
longer and noticeably hotter. I just sat and read a book, moving in when the rain
came or the sun too hot. By just after lunchtime I felt confident and bored enough
to go for a ride, so got the map out and planned a route along the coast westwards
to St Valery en Caux about 20 miles away. Like yesterday, the wind was quite
strong and coming from the west, so it was a bit hard at times going, but very easy
returning. There is a cycle route running all along the coast and I followed the
signs for “Veloroute du Littoral” which swung around a bit and like all cliff top
routes, goes up and down as it follows the cliff edge.
The beaches here are all pebbles and shingle, with a few small patches of sand
occasionally showing at low tide, so not surprisingly, not crowded with
holidaymakers, but pleasant for all that. The small hamlet of Ste Margarite where
Lord Lovatt’s small British Commando force landed in 1942 had bi-lingual signs
explaining what happened. His men successfully knocked out six big German
guns whilst the unfortunate
Canadians were being
slaughtered at Dieppe just up
the coast. The villages of
Quiberville and Sotteville Sur
mer were on the cliffs above
the sea so I didn't bother to
drop down the 100 or so metres
to the shore. At Veules les
Roses the car park has a large
WW11 ship's gun mounted as a
memorial to “Ceron”, a French
warship which was sunk
Ceron’s gun
following a battle during the
Allied withdrawal in 1940. Evidently the wreck can still be seen offshore during
very low tides. A plaque names the many French and Scottish sailors and soldiers
who were lost in the battle.
My destination of St Valery en Caux was not quite what I had expected. It is still
an active small harbour although mostly used by leisure craft, and has a
respectable sized shopping centre, but not very many houses that I could see. The
small promenade was full of “wrinklies” like me, all enjoying the warm sunshine
and also a small, ancient “hurdy gurdy" machine being played by an equally
ancient couple in costume! This small port was also affected by the war, with
houses bombed by Nazi planes whilst the Allies were trying to withdraw their
troops in 1940. The local tourist information centre had a photo display of the
damage caused those 75 years ago, but I didn't go in. After a few photos and a
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cold drink, I retraced my route, this time
with a strong backwind, to my tent and
evening meal.
48 mls, 826m climbing, max height
100m from a base of 8m
Monday 24 July
The last day of my main summer holiday
and it dawned very cool and showery.
That just made me appreciate the good
weather I had been enjoying!
The tent was packed away wet, and it
“Wrinklies” at St Valery en Caux
never packs easily when wet, so I gave up
trying to get it into its bag and just left it
unpacked laying flat in the back of the car. On my way to the ferry port I stopped
off and bought some local French cheese and wines as gifts for friends at home.
I arrived at the ferry so early I had to wait for the passport control to open but then
drove straight aboard.
Unlike the outward sailing where the ship rolled enough to make me feel
decidedly queezy, this one was OK, although the 4 hours sailing from Dieppe to
Newhaven did seem a long time. A hot meal helped to pass some time, and a few
snoozes also helped.
It took so long to get off the boat at Newhaven I began to think there was
something wrong, but eventually the exit ramp was clear and all I had to do then
was to remember to drive on the left back to my house in Leicestershire!

This is the end of the story of my little adventure. How about letting us
know about YOUR trip?

Leicester Easy Riders
Contact Dave Smith 0116 2417908
Date

Start

Meet

Destination

Mar 1
Mar 15
Mar 29
Apr 12
Apr 26
May 10
May 24

10.00
10.00
10
9.30
9.30
9.30
9.30

SMBS
SC
SO
WHS
SO
HP
SO

Rothley Stn
Tugby
Foxton
Wymondham
Great Bowden
Hickling
Brampton Valley Way
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Leader

Advertisement

Ideal Holiday Home for cyclists
Situated in the sunny south west of France

The house has 2 lounges, a large kitchen, 4 bedrooms & a bathroom.
In addition to the large garage, the former bakery & shop, there is a
secluded courtyard with barbecue & outside furniture.
It is in the village of Argeliers with restaurants & local shops. There is a
newly opened supermarket on the edge of the village. The village is
surrounded by vineyards, the products of which may be bought at the
local Cave Co-operative.
To the north of the village are quiet roads leading up to the Montagne
Noire. For off road cycling there is the towpath of the Canal du Midi
(165 miles long), tracks through the vineyards & into the hills.
Nearby historic towns include Narbonne (13miles), Beziers (17m) &
Carcassonne (31m), apart from historic sites they have large
supermarkets & other useful shops such as Decathlon. The nearest
Mediterranean beach is 22 miles away.
For more information call Chris on 0116-230-3274, 07982-021559 or
access the web site in Google enter ‘La Vieille Boulangerie Argeliers’
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In 2019, this event, together with the “Autumn Day
Out” event, raised over £1600 for the Air Ambulance
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THE SULLEY CHALLENGE RIDES
SUNDAY 1st MARCH 2020
Held in memory of David & Doreen Sulley.
This event is open to all – not just CTC members.
Entry fees: £4 and £1 for under 18s.
Choice of 100; 70; 50 and 32 kms routes
Control opens @ 08.30 until 10.00
Closes at 16.00
Venue and start/finish: Wycliffe Rooms,
George Street, Lutterworth. LE17 4ED
Toilets and some car parking at rear, more nearby, but
DO NOT USE MORRISONS CAR PARK
Routes will be as previous years and checked and updated as
necessary on the website in early 2020. You are advised to recheck the
event details on the website (www.ctclr.org.uk) prior to the event for any
changes – especially in the event of a cancellation/ route changes, etc.
Landranger 140 and/or 141 depending on which route is taken.
Organiser: Peter Witting.
0116 279 2867 or preferably email: peterkwitting@hotmail.com

CYCLE CHAT ADMINISTRATOR WANTED
Would someone be willing to take over the administration and distribution of your
magazine please?
The task simply involves : ● collecting all the printed copies, 4 times a year, from the printers in
Loughborough and then dropping some off to 2 shops in that area.
● Posting copies to subscribers (printed address labels are supplied)
● Keeping simple records and very basic accounts.
It’s not a difficult or very time consuming task I managed it without a computer but
one would make it even easier.
If you have powers of persuasion you may be able to sell more advertising and get
shops and other outlets to sell some for us.
Please give this some thought, I look forward to hearing from someone.
Contact : Aileen Andrews. Tel : - 0116 2865738
Email : - aileenandre@tiscali.co.uk
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We need YOUR contribution
Cycle Chat is written and edited by volunteers, not paid correspondents. Your 75p
per copy hardly even covers the cost of printing and posting, it certainly doesn’t
leave enough to pay anyone.
Without sufficient input from our members and readers (you), Cycle Chat will just
fade away. Don’t just leave it to others all the time.
We need items from you, yes YOU!
Anything with a loose connection to cycling is welcome. Your best/worst ride; your
best/worst route/cycling holiday; your favourite or worst bit of kit; a recipe that
would be particularly appealing to other cyclists; tips; things to avoid; photos with a
cycling content (not just views); reminiscences of bygone days; letters of praise, or
complaint; requests for info; etc, etc; or anything else that springs to mind.
Don’t worry about your spelling or grammar; that is easily corrected by the editor
who will also do the layout and make it look really good on the printed page.
With most having access to a computer, writing a story is easy, you don’t have to do
it all in one go. A good technique is to write down the bare bones, then go back and
gradually fill in the details over the space of a week or two, thus letting your
subconscious work away in the background.
Yes, we ARE interested in what you have to say.
Please send whatever you have to the Editor. Address etc inside front cover.

Cycle Chat is the quarterly magazine of the
Leicestershire & Rutland Cyclists’ Touring Club
Editor: Dave Binks, davebinks@ntlworld.com tel; 0116 2296015
92 Balmoral Rd, Mountsorrel, Loughborough, Leics, LE12 7EN
Advertising and distribution: Aileen Andrews - tel: 0116 2865738
All contributions are welcome, send them to The Editor who reserves the right to amend
copy for legal or production reasons.
Contributions should be in “MS Word” or similar, or neatly handwritten. Typed copy,
CDs or flash drives are also welcome (CDs and drives will be returned). Please ensure
Excel tables and PDF files are legible on an A5 page size. Photos, in .jpg format, with the
photographer’s name and permission are welcome.
All contributions should be accompanied by the writer’s name, address, telephone number
or e-mail. If not stated, the photos are by the article’s author. We try to acknowledge photo
copyright whenever possible. If there is a problem, we apologise and ask you to contact
us immediately.
Views expressed in letters, articles or editorial are not necessarily those of the
Leicestershire & Rutland CTC.
Printed by Teamprint, Loughborough 01509 261425
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Cafe News –
The Portland Fishing Lakes Café at Sibthorpe, near Newark is now
open Wednesdays to Sundays until 2pm.
If YOU have any cafe news, please let the Editor know.

Leicestershire & Rutland CTC Events 2019
1 Mar
Sulley Rides - see advert elsewhere in this edition
14 Mar
Prizegiving - see separate notice
17 May
Meriden War Memorial Service
29-31 Aug
Beaumanor Weekend
13 Sept
President’s Ride
3 Oct
Charnwood Memorial Ride, 16 & 25mls Roughstuff
7 Nov
AGM & Photo Comp
13 Dec
Carol Service
20 Dec
Mince Pie Meet
For details of all of the above, contact Neil Dixon
email - secretary@ctclr.org.uk, or 07889854459.

WANTED - Your Photos
As I hope you have noticed, more photos are appearing in Cycle
Chat but we constantly need more. The advent of digital
photography has made taking, manipulating, distributing and
reproducing the images easy these days, so there is no excuse
for not giving your work a wider audience.
If you have some cycling related shots (not views) that would be suitable for
publication and you would like to share, email them to davebinks@ntlworld.com
Images must be in .jpg format (every digital camera does that automatically) and
I must have both the name of the photographer and his/her permission to use it.
I am particularly keen to see work that has been shot in vertical format because
then it can be used on the front cover!
To keep costs down, only shots printed on the outer covers are in colour, but I
can convert any others to black & white.
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South Leics Runs March - end June 2020

Contact is Neil Dixon 01455 209700 or 0789 985449
The deadline for the Summer issue of
Cycle Chat is 1st May 2020
That edition will cover June, July, & August 2020
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Charnwood Runs List
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Overlooking Miller’s Dale, from the Monsal Trail, Derbys
Photo Dave Binks
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